PLAN OF ACTION 2017-2020
FOR THE PARTNERSHIP
BETWEEN
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK
AND
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA

PREAMBLE

The Republic of Indonesia (hereinafter referred to as Indonesia) and the Kingdom of Denmark (hereinafter referred to as Denmark) established diplomatic relations in 1950, and since then, both countries have developed and expanded bilateral cooperation in various areas. In 2015, in conjunction with the State Visit of Her Majesty Queen Margrethe II of Denmark to Indonesia, Denmark and Indonesia upgraded their partnership by signing a Joint Declaration on an ‘Innovative Partnership for the 21st Century’. The bilateral cooperation between Denmark and Indonesia has never been as close and diverse as it is today.

Drawing on the above-mentioned achievements and on our common values and interests, Indonesia and Denmark decided to adopt the following joint Plan of Action on the occasion of the official visit by Danish Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen to Indonesia in November 2017. The Plan of Action lays out the future objectives for bilateral cooperation and joint activities between Indonesia and Denmark.
I. BILATERAL CONSULTATION MECHANISM

The 'Memorandum of Understanding between the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Denmark on Bilateral Consultations' signed on 17 April 2013, which is valid for 5 (five) years, is renewed for a subsequent period of 5 (five) years.

Indonesia and Denmark will conduct regular bilateral discussions and consultations at the level of Foreign Ministers or Senior Officials such as State Secretary/Director General or Directors of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Denmark, to review and further develop bilateral relations and to facilitate bilateral consultations and cooperation between the two countries in various fields of mutual interest and benefit.

The consultations will review, monitor and evaluate the implementation of existing agreements concluded by the two countries, including this Plan of Action; identify potential and concrete possible future cooperation; and recommend both respective governments on necessary measures to produce tangible results and advancement of bilateral relations.

The consultations will be held at least once every 24 (twenty-four) months, or at any time deemed necessary by the parties, alternately in Indonesia and Denmark, or in the margin of international conferences.

II. POLITICAL AND SECURITY COOPERATION

As close partners with shared values and interests in a wide number of areas, political cooperation between Indonesia and Denmark is already extensive. Through regular high-level visits, political consultations, parliamentarian partnerships and foreign- and security policy cooperation, both governments will continue to work together to establish even deeper cooperation between the
two countries, noting that Indonesia and Denmark have an Agreement of
Exemption of Visa Requirement for Holder of Diplomatic and Service Passports.

1. **OBJECTIVE: Strengthen Bilateral Relations through High Level Visits and Political Consultations**
1.1. Indonesia and Denmark will promote high-level political exchanges on
government and local government level.
1.2. Indonesia and Denmark will continue consultations at various levels
between the two foreign ministries and/or other ministries. Consultations
will take place in Indonesia, Denmark or in third countries in the margins of
international meetings.

2. **OBJECTIVE: Enhanced Inter-Parliamentarian Partnership**
2.1. Indonesia and Denmark will facilitate increased exchanges, visits and
dialogue between the Indonesian Parliament and the Danish Parliament
(Folketing).

3. **OBJECTIVE: Continued Multilateral Cooperation and Cooperation on
Common Security Threats**
3.1. Indonesia and Denmark will continue to work together through the UN
system and in other relevant fora on issues of shared interest, including
promotion of the Sustainable Development Goals.
3.2. Denmark will continue to support Jakarta Centre for Law Enforcement
Cooperation (JCLEC).
3.3. Indonesia and Denmark will continue to share information and experiences
on anti-radicalization, countering violent extremism, terrorism and
transnational crime where relevant and foster knowledge sharing between
relevant experts and law enforcement officers.
3.4. Indonesia and Denmark will continue cooperating through UN mandated
peacekeeping operations in third countries.
3.5. Indonesia and Denmark are determined to continue cooperation through
The Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM).
3.6. Indonesia and Denmark will continue to extend mutual support to relevant
international candidacies.
4. **OBJECTIVE: Promoting Cooperation in Defence**

4.1. Indonesia and Denmark will promote mutual visits by delegations, experts and personnel from the defence industry.

4.2. As a follow-up to the successful seminar held in 2017, the Danish Embassy in Indonesia will organize a new seminar for the Danish and Indonesian defence industry in Indonesia.

III. **GOOD GOVERNANCE, HUMAN RIGHTS AND INTERFAITH DIALOGUE**

Indonesia and Denmark share the same values of democracy, pluralism and tolerance, and both countries adhere to and protect human rights. Both has for many years supported democracy in various fora and continued efforts to promote good governance and anti-corruption. Indonesia and Denmark will remain close partners in the area, including via exchanges, training, events and concrete projects. Cooperation regarding interfaith dialogue and religious tolerance will be strengthened.

5. **OBJECTIVE: Promoting Good Governance and Human Rights**

5.1. Denmark will ensure that experiences and lessons learned from the long-term Good Governance programme will be shared and that the programme will be concluded in a sustainable and successful manner in 2018.

5.2. Indonesia and Denmark will continue strengthen cooperation in the area of sharing information on anti-corruption efforts where relevant, promoting capacity building and fostering sharing best practices between relevant experts and authorities. This will include concrete cooperation with the Indonesian Corruption Eradication Commission, *Komisi Pemberantasan Korupsi* (KPK).

5.3. Denmark will invite Indonesia for the high-level segment of the International Anti-Corruption Conference (IACC) to be held in Denmark in October 2018.

5.4. Indonesia and Denmark will facilitate further cooperation between government officials responsible for human rights, think tanks and National Human Rights Institutions in Indonesia and Denmark.
5.5. Indonesia and Denmark will continue to work together to strengthen the promotion of human rights, including by promoting exchanges, training, events and concrete projects.

5.6. Indonesia and Denmark will promote and implement programs on access to justice and rule of law, focusing on the restorative justice system and juvenile crime perpetrators.

5.7. Denmark is supporting the Institute for Peace and Democracy – a main partner for the Bali Democracy Forum – and will continuously prioritise the important annual forum.

6. OBJECTIVE: Promoting Tolerance and Interfaith Dialogue

6.1. Indonesia and Denmark will continue to work together and share experiences and best practices in promoting tolerance, interfaith and intercultural dialogue and anti-radicalization.

6.2. Indonesia and Denmark will engage relevant experts, youth, civil society organisations and law enforcement officers.

6.3. Indonesia and Denmark will facilitate the visit of a group of religious practitioners and scholars from Indonesia to Denmark to promote interfaith dialogue and interreligious tolerance.

6.4. The Danish Embassy will organise an event in Jakarta to share Danish experiences from “the Danish Model for prevention of radicalization and extremism” with Indonesia, by inviting relevant Danish experts to Indonesia from municipalities and the National Intelligence Service.

IV. ECONOMIC, TRADE AND INDUSTRY COOPERATION

Indonesia and Denmark are both supporters of free trade and are determined to support the ongoing EU-Indonesia CEPA negotiations. Both countries are influenced by the same global economic environment and global challenges and opportunities such as technological developments, urbanisation, climate change and environmental degradation. Against this backdrop, there are many areas, which have potential for the expansion of trade and investment between Indonesia and Denmark, including health and medical services, maritime affairs
and green shipping, agriculture and food, defence, renewable energy and green solutions.

A. TRADE AND INVESTMENTS

7. OBJECTIVE: Promoting Trade, Investments and Free Trade Negotiations

7.1. In addition to the commitment to accelerate the CEPA negotiations, Indonesia and Denmark will continue the cooperation to increase and strengthen the bilateral trade through exchange of information and expertise, facilitation of business-to-business contacts, and intensification of trade promotion activities.

7.2. Indonesia and Denmark will further promote bilateral investments, including in the service sector, noting that investments are the key to creating jobs and growth.

7.3. Denmark, as member of the European Union, and Indonesia will cooperate about the future priorities and new trade policy issues in the WTO.

7.4. The Danish Embassy will continuously explore possibilities to make use of Danida Business Instruments and other ways of promoting and facilitating Danish investments in Indonesia, such as the Investment Fund for Developing Countries (IFU).

7.5. Denmark will support Indonesian effort to promote the sustainable palm oil agenda.

7.6. The Indonesian Embassy will hold Business Forum/Business Meeting in Copenhagen to promote and to enhance bilateral trade and investment between the two countries.

B. HEALTH AND MEDICAL SERVICES

8. OBJECTIVE: Increased Health Cooperation

8.1. Indonesia and Denmark will implement the MoU on Cooperation in the Field of Health signed in May 2017 and develop a Joint Plan of Action regarding the management of Non Communicable Diseases (NCDs), e-health and telemedicine.
8.2. As follow-up to the MoU and Joint Plan of Action, Indonesia and Denmark will cooperate on exchange of knowledge and information, including through study tours for Indonesian healthcare stakeholders to Denmark.

C. MARITIME AFFAIRS, GREEN SHIPPING AND TRANSPORTATION

9. OBJECTIVE: Supporting and Strengthening Cooperation in the Maritime Sector

9.1. Indonesia and Denmark will implement the MoU on Maritime Cooperation signed in October 2015.

9.2. Indonesia and Denmark will take turns hosting a Bilateral Maritime Forum, with the first Forum to be hosted by the Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Indonesia in 2018, and the second to be hosted by the Danish Maritime Authorities in Denmark within the following two years.

9.3. Indonesia and Denmark intend to complete a MoU on Standard of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW) to be signed at a mutually desired time, for example in connection with a high-level ministerial visit.

9.4. Indonesia will invite Denmark for the Our Ocean Conference to be held in Indonesia in 2018.

9.5. Indonesia and Denmark will explore possibilities for cooperating and exchange knowledge on green shipping, for example through seminars and technical cooperation.

9.6. Indonesia and Denmark will facilitate joint industrial business solutions within the defence industry, including support from Danish industry to the Indonesian National Ship Design Centre established by Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember (ITS) with a view to strategically upgrade Indonesian ship building capacities with cost effective solutions.
10. OBJECTIVE: Supporting and Developing Cooperation on Transportation

10.1. Indonesia and Denmark will implement the MoU on Cooperation in the Field of Transportation signed in October 2015.

10.2. Indonesia and Denmark will promote exchange and knowledge sharing on urban city planning and sustainable transportation, such as bicycling, including through local government and city cooperation, such as the C40 network in which both Jakarta and Copenhagen are members. Denmark will arrange a project in Banjarmasin on citizen involvement in urban planning in 2018.

D. AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

11. OBJECTIVE: Supporting and Developing Cooperation in the Agriculture and Food Sector

11.1. Indonesia and Denmark will implement the MoU on Agriculture Cooperation, signed in April 2016.

11.2. Indonesia and Denmark will take turn convening the annual meetings in the Joint Agriculture Working Group (JAWG) established through the MoU on Agriculture Cooperation.

11.3 Indonesia and Denmark will cooperate on aspect related to regulation and procedures on agricultural commodities trade and related investment, including on food safety and SPS including promoting business delegation.

11.4 Indonesia and Denmark will encourage public-private cooperation on the Indonesian livestock sector development agenda, particularly on developing and introducing new breed of adapted tropical dairy and beef cattle in Indonesia.

V. COOPERATION ON CLIMATE CHANGE, ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT

Climate Change and the scarcity of resources are among the greatest challenges of our time. Indonesia and Denmark are both founding members of
the Global Green Growth Alliance established in 2011 and both countries are among the 195 countries that adopted the Paris Agreement in 2015 and the Sustainable Development Goals in 2015. Both countries will continue to further develop cooperation on sustainable development and climate action agenda, which will not only contribute to unlocking new markets and jobs, but also evoke responsibility for our planet and future generations.

A. GOVERNMENT-TO-GOVERNMENT COOPERATION ON ENERGY


12.1. Based on the success of the existing government-to-government cooperation ending ultimo 2018, Indonesia and Denmark will work together on extending the cooperation on energy through a prolongation of the existing MoU.

12.2. Indonesia and Denmark will continue to promote mutual exchange of visits on renewable energy, including high-level Indonesian participation in the Nordic Clean Energy Week in Denmark in May 2018, where the Ninth Clean Energy Ministerial (CEM9) and Third Mission Innovation Ministerial (MI3) will take place.

12.3. Indonesia and Denmark will cooperate on policies, regulation and planning. A number of studies will be developed that will support the national policy targets and the energy transition in Indonesia, inter alia:

- Support to the yearly Indonesian Energy Outlook
- Flexibility in power planning for power plants
- Energy Efficiency in power plants
- Grid code study

12.4. Indonesia and Denmark will cooperate on the development of concrete energy projects, such as mega and/or large scale RE projects and notably through Danish investments in Indonesia and developing B2B partnerships.

12.5. Indonesia and Denmark will cooperate within the framework of the global and/or international energy initiatives where both countries are involved, among others Clean Energy Ministerial, Mission Innovation and the
International Energy Agency's (IEA) Association Initiative and the Clean Energy Transitions Programme.

B. CLIMATE CHANGE

13. OBJECTIVE: Continuing Cooperation on Climate Change
13.1. Indonesia and Denmark welcome the adoption of the Paris Agreement under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and look forward to strengthening our climate cooperation focusing on making the Paris Agreement a reality.
13.2. Denmark will facilitate access for Indonesia to international climate finance, e.g. through the Danish Climate Investment Fund or the Green Climate Fund.

C. GOVERNMENT-TO-GOVERNMENT COOPERATION ON ENVIRONMENT

14.1. Based on the success of the Danish Environmental Support Programme that will be successfully concluded by 2018, Indonesia and Denmark will initiate a new Government-to-Government cooperation within environmental management.
14.2. Indonesia and Denmark will follow up on the LoI from May 2017 on Cooperation in the Field of Environment and the MoU on Strategic Sector Cooperation on environmental management from November 2017 and formulate a new Government-to-Government Framework Agreement on a Strategic Sector Cooperation on Circular Economy and Solid Waste Management for a 3-5 year period.
14.3. Indonesia and Denmark will support and promote the new Strategic Sector Cooperation on Circular Economy and Solid Waste Management through the following non-exhaustive list of means:
   - High-level exchange visits
   - Expert and industry study tours
• Joint seminars
• Knowledge exchange on regulation, planning, incentive schemes and enforcement
• Research studies

14.4. Indonesia and Denmark will cooperate on the development of concrete environment projects, notably through Danish investments in Indonesia and developing B2B partnerships.

14.5. Indonesia and Denmark have a mutual interest in developing Geoscientific research and pilot mapping projects in cooperation between respective research institutions and authorities within groundwater, energy, minerals and data management. The Geological Agency of Indonesia, GAI, and the Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland, GEUS, already has an MoU on cooperation within groundwater resources and data management that potentially could form basis for further research.

14.6. Denmark will support Indonesia’s efforts to combat marine debris through a contribution to a World Bank administered “Indonesia Oceans Multi-Donor Trust Fund” under Indonesia’s Coordinating Ministry of Maritime Affairs.

15. **OBJECTIVE: Successful Conclusion of The Danish Environmental Support Programme**

15.1. Indonesia and Denmark will host a conference on environmental impact assessments to mark the conclusion of the Danish Environmental Support Programme.

15.2. Denmark will through the Environmental Support Programme hand over two waste master plans, for Jakarta and Semarang respectively.

15.3. Denmark will successfully conclude its pilot projects on environment and renewable energy in Central Java Province, paving the way for future investments and large-scale projects.

15.4. Denmark will hand over its engagement on biodiversity in Hutan Harapan in Jambi Province, while continuing its focus on support to biodiversity conservation in Indonesia.
D. COOPERATION ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS AND GREEN GROWTH

16. OBJECTIVE: Strengthening Cooperation and Promoting Public-Private-Partnership and Business to Business Cooperation to Support the Attainment of the Sustainable Development Goals

16.1. Recognizing the ambitious and transformative nature of the SDGs, Indonesia and Denmark will promote and ensure multi-stakeholder involvement in attaining the SDGs through pursuing green growth. Indonesia and Denmark will continue to support the 2030 agenda and share knowledge and experiences on relevant initiatives to ensure its attainment.

16.2. Partnership is key especially in unlocking innovative financing sources for SDGs implementations, development and transfer of environmentally sound technology and capacity building. Both countries will in this regard explore synergies and consider the opportunities to develop and scale up concrete Public-Private-Partnership initiatives to support the implementation of the 2030 agenda.

16.3. Indonesia and Denmark will continue dialogue on the Global Green Growth agenda bilaterally and multilaterally, among other, Indonesia will constructively engage with the P4G initiatives.

16.4. Indonesia and Denmark will contribute to the strengthening of the Global Partnership in the attainment of SDGs, particularly to enhance means of implementation for developing countries, including through South-South and Triangular Cooperation.

16.5. Indonesia and Denmark will promote Public-Private-Partnerships (PPP) and Business-to-Business (B2B) collaboration, inter alia on the energy and environment sectors to contribute to development and access to energy.
VI. PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE RELATIONS, COOPERATION ON CULTURE AND EDUCATION

Working together, Indonesia and Denmark will strengthen the exchange of youth, traditions of culture, arts and sports including martial arts and sport sciences between both countries. The two countries will promote cultural export and intercultural dialogue by fostering networks and people-to-people contacts. By continuously sharing knowledge, the two countries will aim at giving institutions and artists and athletes the best preconditions to further develop their capacity and form professional networks.

A. CULTURAL cooperation

17. OBJECTIVE: Strengthening Cultural Cooperation including Establishment of Strong and Lasting Professional Networks and Partnerships
17.1. Indonesia and Denmark will implement the MoU on Cultural Cooperation signed in October 2015.
17.2. The Danish Embassy will continue the implementation of the Cultural Programme until medio 2018, through activities supporting and empowering artists and cultural stakeholders from Indonesia, particularly the Eastern part of the country.
17.3. Indonesia and Denmark will continue to promote cultural exchange between the two countries through for example, but not limited to cultural events displaying Indonesian and Danish culture and arts.
17.4. Denmark will organise a trip to Denmark for a selected group of Indonesian artists and cultural stakeholders in order to foster professional networks and encourage artistic cooperation.
17.5. Indonesia and Denmark will continue to support regional cultural activities through the European Union (EU) and the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN).
17.6. The Indonesian Embassy will hold Indonesian Bazaar, Exhibition and Cultural Day Festival in Copenhagen and Horsens as annual events, by
inviting business sectors, particularly the small, medium enterprises (SMEs).

B. COOPERATION ON EDUCATION

18. OBJECTIVE: Promoting Cooperation in the Field of Education and Encourage Exchange of Students and Scholars
18.1. Indonesia and Denmark will look into the scope of formulating a MoU on Cooperation on primary and secondary education, including vocational training.
18.2. Indonesia and Denmark will continue to promote and encourage educational institutions from the two countries to form partnerships and exchange programmes.
18.3. Indonesia and Denmark will promote opportunities for students to attend exchange programmes.
18.4. Indonesia and Denmark will cooperate on life-long learning, including through the ASEM LLL Hub.

C. INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY AND CREATIVE ECONOMY

19. OBJECTIVE: Establishing Cooperation on ICT and Creative Economy
19.1. Indonesia and Denmark will look into the scope of establishing cooperation on ICT, digitalization and digital economy.
19.2. Indonesia and Denmark will facilitate exchanges between expert and industry study tours as well as government officials in the field of smart city and e-government.
19.3. Indonesia and Denmark will look into the scope of formulating an Agreement on Creative Economy.
19.4. Indonesia will invite Denmark for the World Conference on Creative Economy in May 2018.
D. PEOPLE-TO-PEOPLE RELATIONS

20. OBJECTIVE: Strengthening People-to-People Relations

20.1. Indonesia and Denmark share a passion for badminton. Both countries will continue to promote badminton as a unifying factor in the people-to-people relations by promoting major badminton events in each country.

20.2. Indonesia and Denmark will encourage cooperation between relevant badminton institutions and clubs in order to foster professional exchange and networks.

20.3. Building on the strong partnership between Indonesia and Denmark in the field of environmental protection and green growth, the two countries will continue to form bonds between bicycling communities in each country to promote bicycling as a fun and environmentally friendly way of transportation, for example through the continued Viking Biking initiative by the Danish Embassy in Indonesia, and by encouraging bicycling organisations in the two countries to foster professional networks and exchanges.

20.4. Indonesia and Denmark will continue public diplomacy activities in the two respective countries, including through Indonesian socio-cultural scholarship to Danish youth.

20.5. Indonesia and Denmark will continue to encourage tourism from Denmark to Indonesia and vice versa.

20.6. The Indonesian Embassy will continue to mobilise the participation of Indonesian business sectors, such as tour travels/operators and small, medium enterprises (SMEs) to participate in different exhibition in Denmark, with a view to enhance people-to-people contact.

20.7. Indonesia and Denmark will address the preparations of the 70th anniversary of the diplomatic relations between Denmark and Indonesia in 2020.
This Plan of Action shall enter into force on the date of last signature.

Signed in two original copies at Jakarta and Copenhagen, in Indonesian and English languages, both texts are being equally authentic.

For the Government of the Kingdom of Denmark

ANDERS SAMUELS
MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Date: 24th of November 2017

For the Government of the Republic of Indonesia

RETNO L. P. MARSUDI
MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Date: ____________________